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Mission and Description
The AGM-88E Advanced Anti-Radiation Guided Missile (AGM-88E AARGM) program fields a major system upgrade to the AGM-88 High Speed Anti-Radiation Missile (HARM) inventory. The AGM-88E AARGM provides a significant enhancement to Naval operational capability in the Offensive Counter Air/Suppression of Enemy Air Defenses (SEAD) mission area by technological upgrade to the HARM guidance system to counter enemy use of simple and cheap countermeasures and tactics such as mobility and radar shutdown. The AGM-88E AARGM is employed in the Offensive Counter Air/SEAD role in direct support of all mission areas within the objective force (e.g., Strike Warfare, Amphibious Warfare, Anti-Surface Ship Warfare, and Command and Control Warfare and Information Warfare) providing a rapid, organic response to air defense threats ranging from Smaller Scale Contingencies to Major Theater War. It will be employed by Naval aircraft operating from both sea and land bases.
The AGM-88E AARGM missile provides a new multi-mode guidance section and modified control section mated with existing HARM propulsion and warhead sections. The new guidance section has a passive Anti-Radiation Homing receiver and associated antennae, a Global Positioning System/Inertial Navigation System, and Millimeter Wave radar for terminal guidance capability. The AGM-88E AARGM also has the capability to transmit terminal (end game) data via a Weapon Impact Assessment transmitter to national satellites just before AGM-88E AARGM impacts its target. Additionally, a provision to receive off-board targeting information, via the Integrated Broadcast System, is incorporated in the weapon system.
The AGM-88E AARGM is the acquisition upgrade and complement to HARM, the Navy's only Defense Suppression missile. Acquisition of AGM-88E AARGM is critical to addressing the limitations and shortcomings of HARM, which include counter shutdown capability, limited lethality against advanced threat air defense units, limited captive carry life, no impact reporting capability, and no off-board targeting reception capability.
Executive Summary
The following accomplishments and developments occurred since the December 2012 SAR:
The Full Rate Production (FRP) Phase is scheduled to continue through 2020. Confidence Level for Current APB Cost 50% -
The Acquisition Program Baseline (APB) cost estimate provides sufficient resources to execute the program under normal conditions, encountering average levels of technical, schedule, and programmatic risk and external interference. Based on the rigor in methods used in building estimates, strong adherence to the collection and use of historical cost information, and review of applied assumptions, the program office projects that it is about as likely the estimate will prove too low or too high for the program as described. 
Quantity
1993
- 
Cost and Schedule Variance Explanations
Cost and Schedule Variance reporting is not required on this FFP contract.
Contract Comments
The contract current value of $78.7M includes $8.79M of Italian requirements for seven All Up Rounds, two Captive Air Training Missiles, and contractor production support.
The quantity reflects United States and Italian quantities. 
This is the first time this contract is being reported.
The contract current value of $102.43M includes $12.83M of Italian requirements for thirteen All Up Rounds, two Captive Air Training Missiles (CATMs), and contractor production support as well as $9.34M of Australian FMS requirements for eight CATMs, three control section spares, three guidance section spares, and contractor production support. The quantity reflects United States, Italian, and Australian quantities.
Deliveries and Expenditures
The above data is current as of 2/28/2014. 
